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Infinite Love leads to a higher perception and understanding of True 
Love and True Creator. Years after the first Sokaisi Initiations I received 
Zalmoxis-Sokaisi Initiations that are a platform to receive Infinite Love.  

I had to point out some things in order to arrive at a better 
understanding of what we are experiencing together on this physical 

plane.  

The Malevolent Creation is built upon the infrastructure of the True 
Creation which resembles a spiritual network where any individual Spirit 

has its own identity, yet takes part of the whole True Creation, both 
giving and receiving Infinite Love. The Malevolent Creation as a 

following of the malevolent intention of The Usurpers, is nothing but 
isolation from True Love, which takes part of the same infrastructure. 

The Usurpers are sterile entities that, cannot create but only use, 
desperately trying to poison the network spiritual infrastructure. This 

distortion occupied a minor area (what we are calling the physical 
Universe) in the True Creation, looking as a tumour that isolates on a 
dark cloud (their initial hatred and jealousy) the correspondent True 

Spirits of True Creation. These trapped Spirits having not a clue of what 
is happening, continued acting further as their True Nature is – 
spreading True Love. This is the part where exploitation begins! 

Usurpers started centring those trapped Spirits on anything opposing 
True Love in order to produce energies that will poison this part of True 
Creation and will maintain this distortion. Obviously dark energies are 

what feeds the Malevolent Creation and The Usurpers are determined to 
do anything to continue this abomination. But they are in constant need 
of dark energies that will be perversely obtained from the trapped True 

Spirits.  

This is a short resume of the physical plane. Poor ignorant people are 
feeding this abomination not even having any suspicion that they are 
maintaining it. Ironically they are unconsciously ignoring anything that 
could question the fragile foundations of physical plane, as part of the 
evil programming. Poor blinded Spirits are fighting anyone trying to 

unveil the scam. Just try to tell this scenario to somebody and probably 
you’ll be seen as a lunatic. This ignorance is essential for making 

Darkness to perpetrate.  



The imposed program is non-action – “waiting for someone from the 
outside to solve the problems” or “someone to tell us what is good or 

wrong” allowing those who rule the world to have complete control. The 
power was unconsciously transferred to entities whose real intentions 

are crafted by their words. This program embarks in many forms: 
education, medicine, health, diet, politics, administration, religion etc.  

This scam was only made possible by ignorance set up by Malevolent 
Creators and their administrators of the physical plane that are 

continuously pulling the strings.  

Spirits are inter-connected in the True Creation and also in the imposed 
distortion that we know as Malevolent Creation – the difference is that 
through ignorance the captive Spirits are deluded to produce malefic 
energies in this network and administrators of physical world will take 

care of that. Beings used as slaves to produce energy for the reptilians, 
and living in a nightmare world designed for them (physical universe) 
where they are programmed to think they are free. This nightmare is 
about to finish and human beings will be aware of their origin – True 

Love!  

True Love Of True Creator Initiation procedure is the same you are 
already familiarised from Zalmoxis Initiations: focusing in the centre of 
your True Heart go to the centre of True Creator Heart and ask to be 
initiated in True Love Of True Creator. Then call the initiation on the 

centre of your True Heart until the process is complete.  

These is a beautiful and intense initiation that will fill you up with an 
unprecedented level of Infinite Love! It’s a state that you will probably 

want to experiment from now to infinity and that will change your 
perception forever! Make sure that you are accompanying these 
Initiations with a meditation and reserve an amount of time to 

experiment with the new state of Infinite Love.  

I can make a couple of suggestions on how to use True Love Of True 
Creator, even you can use it in the areas described in the other Zalmoxis 

Sokaisi manuals.  

Concentrate True Love Of True Creator forever in all your being, your 
True Spirit, your True Heart and its Center, your spiritual body and your 

physical body, organs, glands (pituitary, pineal, thymus, adrenals, 
thyroid), your cells, particles, DNA, RNA, all your energies, Human Mind, 



soul, ego, super-ego, conscience, sub-conscious, unconscious until they 
will be True Love Of True Creator up to infinity! No programming, just 

concentrate True Love Of True Creator! Programming is controllers tool. 
Please create True Love Of True Creator on all malefic programs that 

you are conscious or un-conscious running, or might interfere with you! 
Ask The True Creator to do the same!  

The subconscious. Here we are facing evil mechanics of Darkness, 
something designed to function entirely without human control, based 

on induced images, concepts and emotions for which media and the so-
called entertainment are highly responsible nowadays. You probably 

think that it’s no harm to watch a movie or to watch TV as long you can 
control your conscious - true but this is only the surface because you 
can only controlling the conscious. The administrators of the physical 

plane will give absolutely nothing for free, unless that corresponds with 
their interests! You are treated like a slave and indeed you are a slave! 

Your sub-consciousness is targeted and you better be aware of that! You 
can’t defend or protect yourself of something that you have no clue how 

it’s working. It’s very similar to the chemicals inserted in your food – 
how can you protect when you aren’t aware that there is chemical 

warfare against you? Or that meat means murder that feed reptilians. 
And is saturated with chemicals and synthetic hormones that will take 
further action in your body in order to make you ill and consume more 
chemicals. Maybe you have heard people concerned with obesity telling 
you that they are practically eating very little but they are still getting 
fat. This is the cumulative effect of synthetic hormones and chemicals. 
The fabulous amount of money pumped into TV budgets and movies 

has a precise goal for the administrators of the physical world. Don’t be 
fooled to think that TV stations are mad about ratings or money. It the 
lower level where ratings count – they set up this scenario, but the real 

target is hidden. Owners of the media concerns are anyway among 
those who own all the money in the world (and even invented it). They 

know very well what they are doing and most of them are not even 
human beings at all. Filling people’s sub-consciousness with destructive 
concepts will transform anyone into a controlled being, slave labourer 

without a hint of suspicion. Remember that the delusion is the key word 
for Usurpers.  

Now you can set yourself free! Concentrate True Love Of True Creator in 
your subconscious until it will be True Love Of True Creator. Although I 

strongly recommend to definitively disintegrate it! 



You can achieve sensational results creating True Love Of True Creator 
in the human collective sub-conscious. Ask the True Creator to do the 

same.  

Concentrate True Love Of True Creator in your Human Mind! Cleansing 
or disintegrating your Human Mind will automatically centre yourself on 
Infinite Love, which will be an extraordinary experience that you have 

never encountered before! 
Alternately you can do the same with the Collective Human Mind! 

Your Center of True Heart is also subject of True Love Of True Creator. 
Be sure to constantly concentrate True Love Of True Creator in your 

True Heart. You can also create True Love Of True Creator in the True 
Heart of every being on this planet! Some “smart” guys could get 
panicked that you could “infringe Free Will” doing a thing like that. 
Bullshit! Another tries to delude you. Darkness is an infringement of 

Free Will! True Love is what the True Heart of every being is supposed 
to be. It’s the origin and reason of True Spirit. The absence or incapacity 
of True Love in every being true Heart is an infringement of True Creator 
will and this nightmare pushed things to be so far destructive as you can 

see the world of today. You are just humbly restoring the balance! An 
act of True Love can’t be harmful in any way. Maybe yo controllers and 

their minions! You can ask True Creator to create True Love Of True 
Creator in the True Heart of every being on Planet Earth.  

There are also some attributes of you that you might correct. Even that 
you think, as non-representative for you there is a level where they act, 
mostly sub-consciousness. Constantly target pride, arrogance, jealousy, 
un-forgiveness, greed, revenge, hatred, etc. Darkness obviously is the 
pusher and all of these evidently act correspondent to Darkness plans. 

Concentrate True Love Of True Creator in all these things until 
disintegrating or until they will be True Love Of True Creator! Ask True 

Creator to do the same.  

Create True Love Of True Creator forever in your family tree and family  
members hearts until all those will be True Love.  

Ties and bindings to your previous relations, to malefic people, 
emotions, malefic programs that you run unconscious and even to your 
family, should be subjects of your actions too. Don’t worry about family 
– disintegrating bindings won’t separate you from them or won’t make 

you behave differently. Family is a Darkness tool binding you with 



energies that will purposely draw you back, because acts like a data 
bank comprising the energies of all your ancestors from the beginnings 

of humanity so it’s subject to cleansing. Why not being free?   

Malefic entities, demons and malefic spirits are also Darkness creations 
that must be also subject for True Love Of True Creator. These malefic 

creations are blocking and influencing at a level that the average person 
would never think they could be influenced. Most malefic entities are 

designed to draw the Vital Force of the subjected people. The 
mechanics is simpler to absurdity: by their mental and spiritual status 
people are getting in resonance with the operating frequency of these 
entities, resonance that will create some frequency drops in their body 
energies, drops that will attract specific entities to bond and draw the 
Vital Force of the affected zone until the wipeout of vital energies will 
decompose physic structures and lead the system to failure. This is 

called disease in the physical plane.  

Darkness minions are among firsts subjected to be affected due to a 
resonance that can’t be ignored. Therefore they are avoiding the effects 

of this resonance by using stolen Vital Force. Those from the higher 
echelons will constantly seek to steal Vital Force from other living 

creatures in order to use it and that’s the reason of animal sacrifices in 
the past and nowadays meat consumption. Human sacrifices are highly 

regarded because of stronger Vital Force and Spiritual Energy of humans 
and the occult circles involved in that practice are high echelons or 
reptilians. Vital Force and Spiritual Energy could be also steeled by 

occult sexual practices that are also standard through dark elite circles.  

Darkness consumption scheme works at all levels and humans are the 
subjects without a tiny suspicion on their part! That’s the power of evil 
programming. I bet you never imagine that! Malevolent Creators are 

determined in harvesting any useful energy to perpetrate and will do so 
without exception, even from Darkness menials and the term “collateral 

victim” seems not to be an obstacle. This is the reason of so much 
suffering (deliberately orchestrated) in the physical creation – someone 

is feeding with the by-products.  

Concentrate True Love Of True Creator in the very centre of malefic 
entities, spirits, demons and even humans that interferes you until all of 

these will be True Love. You’ll have to realise: all dark entities and 
creatures are made of energies stolen from True Spirits, True Love 



Beings like you, that was not strong enough and fall to delusion, without 
a chance to know what’s happening. Relying to True Love can only 

protect you, as you are subject of constant aggression in various forms.  

Concentrate True Love Of  True Creator in the spiritual network that 
connects all the people and also on the energetic structure of Planet 

Earth (which is continuously targeted by Dark Forces in order to 
maintain this state) and make them True Love!  

These are just a few suggestions. The rest you can easily find out by 
yourselves. Malefic Creation is lack of True Love. Correction: was lacking 

True Love until now!  

Concentrate True Love Of True Creator it in every aspect of your being, 
your life and your Spirit! Just concentrate True Love Of True Creator 

accordingly to your projects, and make them be True Love! There are no 
boundaries.  

You are The True Creator!  

If you are in mood to discover more you could check the next initiation: 

Almighty Love 

http://sokaisi.ro/blog-post10%20The%20Almighty%20Love.html
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